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Abstract
The investigation of post-translational modifications (PTMs) plays an important role for the study of type 2 diabetes. The importance of PTMs has been realized with the advancement of analytical techniques. The challenging
detection and analysis of post-translational modifications is eased by different enrichment methods and by high
throughput mass spectrometry based proteomics studies. This technology along with different quantitation methods
provide accurate knowledge about the changes happening in disease conditions as well as in normal conditions.
In this review, we have discussed PTMs such as phosphorylation, N-glycosylation, O-GlcNAcylation, acetylation and
advanced glycation end products in type 2 diabetes which have been characterized by high throughput mass spectrometry based proteomics analysis.
Keywords: Post-translational modifications, Type 2 diabetes, N-glycosylation, O-GlcNAcylation, Acetylation,
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Background
Type 2 diabetes has become a global health problem as
the diabetic population is estimated to increase to 552
million by the year of 2030 [1]. This metabolic disorder
involves a progressive loss in the body’s ability to respond
to insulin (insulin resistance) resulting in hyperglycemia and the pancreas compensates for this loss causing
hyperinsulinemia. Eventually, the overworking pancreas
loses the capacity to produce insulin. In type 2 diabetes, the death of beta cells is triggered by nutrients via
NF-kappa B-independent mechanism [2]. Insulin resistance is the best predictor of type 2 diabetes. The insulin
resistance and type 2 diabetes mellitus is associated with
decreased expression of multiple nuclear respiratory
factor-1 (NRF-1)-dependent genes that may be due to
decreased expression of peroxisomal proliferator activator receptor γ coactivator (PGC1) [3]. Interestingly, the
sleep disorder is also associated with insulin resistance
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and type 2 diabetes [4]. Insulin resistance occurs in obese
people, type II diabetes, lipodystrophy condition due to
the change in division of fat between adipocyte and liver/
muscle. This leads to the deposition of triglycerides,
fatty acid metabolites in insulin responding cells/tissues
leading to defects in insulin signalling and hence insulin
resistance [5]. Insulin resistance in skeletal muscle may
be caused due to defect in glucose transporter GLUT-4
[6]. In the type 2 diabetes patients, adipose tissue showed
insulin resistance by having defect in glucose transport
[7] and low insulin receptor kinase activity [8]. Another
interesting contributor towards insulin resistance and
type 2 diabetes is the ectopic deposition of lipids inside
non-adipose tissues [8–10].
Hyperinsulinemia is able to increase IRS-1 tyrosine
phosphorylation and PI3-kinase function in normal
human skeletal muscle compared to skeletal muscle of
non-insulin-dependent diabetic subjects [11].
The activity of most of the proteins in type 2 diabetes is modulated by the presence of post-translational
modifications (PTMs). There is great deal of challenge
associated with detection and characterization of these
post-translational modification and studies on the PTMs
throws great deal of light into the biological activities of
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the proteins. The PTMs are required for cell signaling
process.
The non-enzymatic PTMs that are uncontrolled have
harmful effect on proteins such as glycation which causes
changes in conformation of proteins, form aggregates
and Maillard cross-links [12]. The oxidative and the enzymatic post-translational modification are involved in the
autoimmune diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, systemic lupus erythematosus, type-1 diabetes mellitus and
others [13]. In the patients with type-I diabetes having
HLA-DRB1*4 allele associated rheumatoid arthritis, the
Type-II collagen antigenicity is increased significantly by
oxidative PTMs while its increase is less in type-I diabetes patients without HLA-DRB1*4 allele associated rheumatoid arthritis [14].
The misfolding of proteins due to the contribution
from PTMs is attracting attention also in the field of proteopathies [15, 16]. The Type II diabetes mellitus is a protein conformation disorder because of the formation of
beta-pleated sheets thereby aggregation resulting change
in the tertiary structure of islet amyloid polypeptide proceeded by self-association and deposition of tissues [17].
This review discusses different post-translational modifications that have been found in type 2 diabetes characterized by high throughput mass spectrometry based
proteomics.

Proteomics technologies
The proteomic technologies are for identification and
quantification of proteins and different post-translational
modifications in proteins present in cells, tissues or an
organism. The proteins are digested into peptides that are
amenable to high resolution mass spectrometry based
analysis. Before their identification and characterization
by mass spectrometry, they are subjected to different
enrichment methods for specific post-translational modifications that are described under different post-translational modifications.
Mass spectrometry

The choosing of the technology depends upon the aim
of study and its availability. The most commonly used
mass spectrometry for proteomics among other mass
spectrometry [18] are those having quadrupole time-offlight (TOF) and hybrid linear ion trap–orbitrap configurations. The configurations of these instruments
combine sensitivity, speed, and robustness with high
resolution capabilities. The TOF instruments have resolution around 10,000 [19], the LTQ Orbitrap has resolution of 60,000 [20] while Orbitrap Elite has resolution of
240,000 [21]. The standard orbitrap mass analyzer has
inner diameter of outer electrode 30 mm while the same
for high field orbitrap mass analyzer (Orbitrap Elite) is
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20 mm. In Orbitrap Elite, the size of the inner electrode
is decreased to 10 mm from 12 mm which is of standard trap mass analyzer [21]. The mass accuracy for the
identified peptides is in parts per million in TOF while it
decreases further to become parts per billion in orbitrap
[22]. The quantification of complexed proteins/peptides
in very less amount is also done by using PCT-SWATH
[23]. The SWATH-MS combines data-independent
acquisition with data analysis, analogous to S/MRM. This
is helpful in case of clinical samples where immediately
after sample collection, SWATH maps are generated for
each of the patient sample giving a quantitative proteomic digital profile of the individual [23].
Type of fragmentations

The most common way to fragment peptide ion is collision-induced dissociation (CID) that involves the collision of peptide or precursor ion with inert gas at low
pressure [24, 25]. The peptide ions are accelerated by
electric field to high kinetic energy and some of this
kinetic energy is converted to internal energy after their
collision leading to fragmentation at the peptide bond
in the ion trap. The fragmentation in ion trap is of low
resolution leading to the formation of many uninformative ions. The information about uninformative ions can
be decoded using sophisticated ion traps [26]. In quadrupole TOF machine, mass filters are present that helps
in the transmission of precursor ion of interest, leading
to their fragmentation by CID in the collision cell. In
this more informative ions are detected due to presence
of more sensitive TOF analyzer. Another fragmentation
technique is higher energy collisional dissociation (HCD)
where the radiofrequency voltage is increased to 2500 V
for retaining the maximum number of fragment ions in
the C-trap with the increase in y ions [20, 27]. The other
fragmentation mode involves electron capture dissociation (ECD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) that
involves different fragment ions by involvement of electrons thereby retaining labile post-translational modifications [28–31].
Type of quantitation/labeling techniques

One of the potential of mass spectrometry over traditional methods is the ability to quantitate accurately
large number of proteins and its post-translational
modifications. For highly accurate quantitative results,
the two proteomes have to be compared one labelled
and other non-labeled. One of the metabolic labelling methods is labeling with Stable isotope labelling
by amino acids in cell culture (SIlAC) [32–34], where
heavy non-radioactive isotope of Lysine and Arginine
amino acids containing 13C isotope and/or 15N isotope
is used. Both light (normal) and heavy (labelled) Lysine
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and Arginine is used in cell culture for the growth of
two sets of cell populations. Here the cells incorporate
these heavy isotopes as part of normal biosynthesis. The
carboxylic end of the peptide contains a labeled amino
acid after digestion with trypsin. The know molecular
weight difference between the light and heavy isotope
of Lysine and Arginine helps in identifying and quantifying the proteins. Triple SILAC labelling uses addition
label of 13C6 Arginine and D-labelled Lysine thereby
helping in comparison between three states proteomes
and measurements involving time points. This technology is extended also to human tissue sample [35] and
also in whole organism [36–38]. This isotope labeling
technology can be used to quantifying proteomes in
cultured insulin secreting cell lines RIN, HIT, beta-TC,
MIN6 and INS-1 cells that help to study insulin secretion and cell dysfunction [39]. Apart from SILAC, metabolic labeling by 15N has been used in C. elegans and
D. melanogaster by feeding the respective organism by
15
N labeled E. coli and yeast [40]. Super-SILAC is the
extension of SILAC technology involving combination
of five SILAC cell lines with the tissue sample generating lots of labelled peptides that may be used as internal standard for analysis involving mass spectrometry
[35].
There are many chemical labeling techniques that are
used to quantify the proteome. One of the disadvantages of chemical labeling is side products that formed
during chemical derivatization leading to the suppression in the identification rate of the proteins and presence of artifacts [41]. The chemical labeling techniques
at peptide level like stable isotope dimethyl labeling
[42, 43] is cost-effective and applicable to any diabetic
sample with amounts varying from sub-micrograms to
milligrams. The isobaric tag for relative and absolute
quantification (iTRAQ) is another popular chemical
labeling technique where there is covalent attached of
labelled group to the amine group at the N-terminus
and at the side chain of the amino acids at the peptide
level [44]. This labeling technique is observed after the
fragmentation of the precursor ion with the elimination
of co-fragmented ions having similar masses and same
retention time [45, 46]. An alternative form of protein
labeling followed by LC–MS/MS is Isotope-coded affinity tags (ICAT) that uses biotin, stable isotope signatures linker and reactive reagent having affinity for free
thiol group [47].
Sometimes label-free quantitation offers the benefit where there is no experimental manipulation at the
protein and at peptide levels [48] and offers the successful comparison of the normalized peptide signals under
different experimental conditions [49, 50]. Even though
there is limitation in its analysis, it has been successfully
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used by advancement in its computational approaches
[51].
There have also been cases where absolute quantitation of proteins is required to determine their expression
levels. The absolute quantification (AQUA) is one such
method involving the use of known concentration of synthetic internal standard peptide with stable isotopes that
mimics a peptide produced during the digestion of the
target protein followed by analysis by selected reaction
monitoring (SRM) in LC–MS/MS [52]. Another method,
Absolute SILAC was also used for accurate quantitation
of selected proteins in a complex mixture [53].
Computational analysis of proteomics data

Analysis of proteomic data with the help of mass spectrometry involves extraction of signals from the peptides,
identification of peptides with help of search engines to
enable the identification of proteins and then protein
quantification with false positive rate usually set to 1%
[54]. The quantification of proteins becomes important
if it is set at a specific p value [22]. The peptide-centric
scoring tool obtained from SWATH-MS data provides
consistent and accurate quantitative proteomics data
[55]. After quantification, there involves bioinformatics
approach involving gene ontology enrichment that tells
about cellular compartments, cellular functions or KEGG
pathway mapping [56, 57]. The great challenge in the field
of proteomics is the integration and data mining of these
huge dataset.

Post‑translational modifications involved in type 2
diabetes
The importance of PTMs in the biological activity has
been realized with the advancement of analytical techniques. Most of the therapeutic proteins approved or
those in clinical trials have PTMs that affect the properties of the proteins, their stability that are important for
therapeutic purposes. The post-translation modified peptides can be detected with mass spectrometry as it is very
sensitive in the change of mass of the modified peptides
along with the localization of the modification in particular amino acid. One of the challenges in mass spectrometry based proteomics is the detection and identifications
of PTMs that are present at low stoichiometry’s thus
necessitating the role of enrichments methods. There
are many enrichment methods each specific for different PTMs as there are variety of protein modifications.
Table 1 list the most studied PTMs in diabetes amenable
to large scale mass spectrometry based analysis. It tells
about the highest number of detectible PTM sites by high
throughput mass spectrometry based proteomics analysis with the help of different enrichment methods.
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Table 1 Post-translational modifications compatible to high throughput mass spectrometry based proteomics analysis
in diabetes
Post-translational
modifications

ΔMassa (monoisotopic
mass) in Da

Largest MS datasetb sites/ Organisms
peptides

Enrichment mode

Phosphorylation

79.96633 [129]

12,294 sites [76]

Rat hepatocytes

TiO2 beads

Acetylation

42.01056 [129]

1604 sites [123]

Mouse liver

Polyclonal acetyl-lysine K(ac)
antibody

O-GlcNAcylation

203.07937 [129]

1750 sites [99]

Synaptosome (mouse)

Lectin wheat germ agglutinin
column

N-Glycosylation

951 unique deamidaHexNAcoxonium ions
tion sites, 1580 unique
(138.0545 and 204.0867),
deamidation of
N-glycopeptides [90]
asparagine and glutamine
(0.9848)

3T3-L1 adipocytes/fibroblasts (mouse)

zic-HILIC SPE column, PNGase
F

Advanced glycation end
products

Amadori compound
modification at lysine
(162.0528 Da)

Diabetes human plasma
and erythrocytes

Boronate affinity chromatography

7749 unique glycated peptides [124]

Largest post-translational modified sites detected using mass spectrometry from different sources by different enrichment methods
MS mass spectrometry
a

Reference for ΔMass

b

Reference to the largest proteomics dataset for each post-translational modifications

Phosphorylation

In mass spectrometry, the identification of phosphorylation in proteins becomes tricky due to low ionization,
fragmentation and stoichiometry of phosphopeptides.
To overcome these problem many techniques were
applied for analysis of phosphopeptides. The enrichment
techniques for phospho-peptides which helps them to
separate from non-phosphopeptides involves the immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) based on
the coordination of phosphates to certain metal ions such
as Ga3+, Fe3+, Zr4+ and Ti4+ [58–62], complex of titanium dioxide-2,5 dihydroxybenzoic acid [63], hydrophilic
interaction chromatography (HILIC) [64], strong cation
exchange (SCX) [65], immunopurification (IP) with
immobilized anti-phosphotyrosine antibodies [66–69].
The high throughput mass spectrometry studies have
identified majority of protein phosphorylation occurring
on serine and threonine residues compared to tyrosine
residue. Interestingly, serine: threonine: tyrosine phosphorylation ratios were found to be 90:10:0.05 based on
autoradiography measurements [70]. The problem associated in using phosphoproteomics in human diabetes
research is less availability of human pancreatic islets
samples compared to mouse samples or cell line studies.
Protein phosphorylation is important for the proper
functioning of pancreatic β-cell. The pancreatic β-cells
are the production house for insulin and are one of the
factors for the healthy survival. When the β-cells of pancreas are stressed, they undergo dedifferentiation and
dysfunction where they produce very less amount or no
insulin [71, 72]. Loss of two Ins2 and Ins1 alleles in adult

mouse β-cells causes loss of insulin production resulting
in hyperglycemia. This is accompanied with increase of
β-cells proliferations and decrease of stress in endoplasmic reticulum. This leads to low expression of Ddit3,
Trib3, Xbp1 splicing, phospho-elF2α and Atf4 with an
over phosphorylation of Akt at serine 473 along with
upregulation of cyclinD1. Moreover CyclinD1 is known
to be a key player in post-natal proliferation of β-cells.
The increase in phosphorylation of Akt is due to combine
effect of Hdac2, Crk and Set/Nme1 apart from Trib3. The
hyperactivity of Akt is enough to increase proliferations
of β-cells via cyclinD1 [73]. Phosphorylation plays an
important role in glucose stimulated insulin secretion in
islets of Langerhans and serves as important mediator in
insulin stimulated signaling networks. An in-depth mapping of phosphoproteome with the help of phosphopeptide enrichment studies done with titanium dioxide and
SILAC strategy revealed the presence of 8539 phosphosites on 2487 proteins (Table 1) with glucose stimulated
rat pancreas islets. Furthermore, detection of phosphoSerine 89%, phospho-Threonine 10% and phospho-Tyrosine 1% sites were reported. This lead to identification and
confirmation of glucose-responsive phosphosites such as
Prkar1a phospho-Threonine 75, phospho-Serine 77 and
Tagln2 phospho-Serine 163 related with insulin secretion. The level of phosphorylation was found to be upregulated in case of Prkar1a Threonine 75 and Serine 77
while down-regulation was seen in case of Tagln2 Serine
163 [74].
The different cell types have varying insulin signaling
pathways [75]. On stimulation with insulin in primary rat
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hepatocytes resulted in activation of PI3K-Akt-mTORC1S6K pathway. Interestingly, the reductive demethylation
using heavy and light isotopes of formaldehyde at the
peptide level was used to study 3805 phosphoproteome
with 12,294 unique phosphosites regulated by insulin.
The serine residue constitute 81.6% phosphorylation,
while threonine and tyrosine residues have 15.3% and
3.2% phosphorylation respectively. Further, the identification of phospho-tyrosine sites (tyrosine 650, tyrosine
672 and tyrosine 735) on IRS2 upon stimulation with
insulin leads to association of IRS2 with PI3K, activation
of Akt and uptake of glucose [76]. An increase of tyrosine
phosphorylation for iTRAQ quantified phosphopeptides
including changes in CD4+ T cell compartments signaling have been found in non-obese diabetes (NOD) mice
compared to that of diabetic-resistant B6g7 mice suggesting dysregulation of T cell receptor signaling in NOD
mice. These phosphopeptides were detected using immunoprecipitation by anti-phosphotyrosine antibody, and
IMAC enrichment [77].
The disturbance in phosphorylation of ATP synthase
beta subunit (ATPsyn-β) results in dysregulation of ATP
synthesis along with decreased level of OxPhos proteins.
This may lead to development of insulin resistance and
type 2 diabetes. In obesity and type 2 diabetes there is
increased phosphorylation at threonine 213 and tyrosine
361 sites of ATPsyn-β. Incidentally the activity of ATP
synthase is decreased due to phosphorylation at serine
residue of ATPsyn-β [78]. Increase of insulin stimulates
the synthesis of fatty acids in liver. Insulin resistance and
obesity induced by diet in mice is ameliorated by blockage of Casein Kinase (CK2) pathway resulting in biogenesis of beige adipocyte. The CK2, a serine/threonine kinase
pathway is more activated in white adipocytes than
in beige/brown adipocytes. In white adipocytes, norephinephrine stimulates CK2 while inhibition of CK2
results in cAMP-induced thermo genesis with reduction
in phosphorylated class I HDACs especially phosphorylated serine 393, 421, and 423 sites of HDAC1 along with
phosphorylated serine 422 and 424 sites of HDAC2 [79].
In skeletal muscle, the serine/threonine protein kinase
25 (STK25) is known to aggravate insulin resistance.
Moreover, in skeletal muscle, the overexpression of
STK25 increases the storage of fat and deregulates the
mitochondrial function in mice. Notably, phosphoproteomics studies suggest alterations of phosphorylated
proteins mainly in mitochondria and sarcomeric contractile muscle thereby identifying mediators of the action of
STK25 [80].
Glycosylation

The O-GlcNAc and N-glycosylation modifications is a
sensor linking cellular metabolism with various signaling
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pathways and is associated in the pathogenesis of diabetes [81] as these modification increases with hyperglycemia. Investigation of glycosylation is difficult owing to
variation in the structure of glycans. This modification
due to the presence of glycosidic bond is very labile and
largely goes undetected in mass spectrometry due to
ion suppression in the presence of unmodified peptides.
With the development of different ionization techniques,
electron capture dissociation (ECD) and electron transfer dissociation (ETD) have improved the site-mapping
ability of O-GlcNAcylation and N-glycosylation modification [82, 83]. There is need for the enrichment of
O-GlcNAcylated/N-glycosylated peptides or proteins
before mass spectrometry studies so as to avoid the suppression of O-GlcNAcylated/N-glycosylated peptides or
proteins in the presence of unmodified peptides or proteins. Notably, several useful methods are available for the
separation of glycopeptides from non-glycopeptides. For
enrichment of O-glycopeptides, the hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) column is not efficient as
O-glycans are smaller in size than N-linked glycans. It has
been found that before the enrichment of O-linked glycopeptides, it is fruitful to remove N-linked glycopeptides
by PNGase F. The strong anion exchange (SAX) chromatography has been found to be useful for enrichment and
identification of N- and O-linked glycopeptides. Further
improvement in enrichment of O-linked glycopeptides
was obtained with the use of Retain AX cartridge (RAX)
[84]. The other interesting chromatographic methods
involving the separation of non-glycopeptides from glycopeptides involves the combined usage of lectin-affinity
chromatography and polysaccharide hydrophilic affinity
physicochemical chromatography [85].
N‑glycosylation

N-glycosylation is the covalent bonding of glycans to
the N-linked Asn residue. The enrichment techniques
for N-glycosylated proteins or peptides involves various methods such as affinity with lectin [86], hydrazide
chemistry linking sugar residue to surfaces [87], magnetic colloidal nanocrystal clusters coated with chitosan
[88] and Zwitterionic hydrophilic interaction chromatography with solid-phase extraction (ZIC-HILIC SPE) [89].
Insulin resistance is also linked with TNF-alpha. A
quantitative study in SILAC labelled mouse 3T3-L1 adipocytes cells incubated with TNF-alpha revealed the
presence of 1580 unique N-glycopeptides (Table 1) with
an increase in di-galactose, glycosyltransferases-B4GalT5
and Ggta1 and decrease in alpha-2, 3 sialoglycans,
ST3Gal6 sialyl transferase by enrichment with zic-hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography solid phase
extraction column column (HILIC SPE). This study also
shows that galactosyltransferase-B4GalT5 is involved
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in regulation of N-glycome by TNF-alpha. Moreover, it
revealed the changes in N-glycosylation on important
proteins involved in insulin resistance including GLUT4
[90]. A similar study on insulin resistance was carried
out by inducing insulin resistance in primary human adipocytes revealing 91 N-glycosylation sites with 155 and
29 N- and O-glycans respectively. This supports that
impairment of adipo-cytokines leads to insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes mellitus with increase in global
O-linked β-N-acetylglucosamine (O-GlcNAc) levels [91].
O‑GlcNAcylation

O-GlcNAcylation is the covalent bonding of single
O-linked N-acetyl-β-D-glucosamine (O-GlcNAc) group
to the hydroxyl group of serine and threonine residues. The O-GlcNAcylated peptides or proteins can be
enriched before mass spectrometry studies. This enrichment involves various methods including CTD110.6
anti-O-GlcNAc mouse monoclonal antibody [92], O-GlcNAc-specific IgG monoclonal antibodies [93], enzymes
that cause the addition and removal of O-GlcNAc [94],
site-specific antibodies [95–97], affinity chromatography
with GlcNAc-binding lectin, wheat germ agglutinin [98,
99], cells labelled by azide-modified GlcNAc with click
chemistry mediated by copper [100] and in vitro sulfation [101].
The O-GlcNAcylation is stimulated by high level of
glucose through hexosamine biosynthetic pathway (HBP)
[102]. With the increase of O-GlcNAcylation levels there
is damage to pancreatic β cell and this is proved by exposing these cells to streptozotocin and/or glucosamine
thereby enhancing the relationship between HBP and
diabetes [103]. The changes in HBP are a major factor
for insulin resistance, and is not only related to glucose
but also to glutamine and the pentose phosphate pathway. Increase of O-GlcNAcylation through HBP results
in abnormal O-GlcNAcylation of proteins involved in
cytoskeleton including α-actinin 4, actin (serine 201
residue) and myosin (serine 1038 residue) thereby causing changes in morphology of glomerulus and tubules
in diabetic kidney. Notably, in diabetic kidney, the level
of O-GlcNAcylation is increased in α-actin, α-tubulin,
α-actinin 4, myosin proteins that are part of cytoskeletal
proteins along with ATP synthase β and pyruvate carboxylase that being mitochondrial proteins. [104].
Elevated O-GlcNAc not only effects kidney cells, it
also effects cardiac [105], liver and skeletal muscles. The
increase of hyperglycemia leads to covalent attachment
of O-GlcNAc to Ser 279 of C
 a2+/calmodulin-dependent
protein kinase II (CaMKII) thereby activating it and creating a feeling of the presence of Ca2+ even though its
concentration is less leading to cardiac dysfunction and
arrhythmias [106]. The O-GlcNAc enrichment was done
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using beta-elimination proceeded by Michael addition
with dithiothreitol. Interestingly, removal of excess of
specific O-GlcNAc from diabetic myo filaments improves
cardiac functions and restores its Ca2+ sensitivity [107].
Moreover, elevated O-GlcNAcylation in hyperglycemia
causes mitochondrial dys-functioning in heart [108].
Upon insulin resistance, Insulin receptor substrate-1
(IRS-1) an important protein in insulin signaling pathway, was found to be O-GlcNAc modified by using
β-elimination followed by Michael addition with DTT
(BEMAD) prior to LC–MS/MS thereby suggesting
important role of this modification site in insulin signaling by inhibiting phosphorylation at these sites [109].
This modification on IRS-1 occurs very close to multiple SH2 domain binding motifs suggesting interaction
among them [110].
The O-(2-acetamido-2-deoxy-d-glucopyranosylidene)
amino-N-phenylcarbamate (PUGNAc) is an inhibitor of
O-GlcNAcase leading to insulin resistance [111] as seen
in the studies where insulin resistance is caused with
higher levels of O-GlcNAcylation in 3T3-L1 adipocytes
[112] and in rat skeletal muscle [113] treated with PUGNAc. Using PUGNAc, ATP affinity chromatography and
targeted proteomic approach in 3T3-L1 adipocytes it was
that found there was increase of O-GlcNAcylation and
ubiquitination of proteins with the decrease in level of
Akt and its phosphorylation, with Hsp90 down-regulation showing the possible inhibition of insulin signaling
[114].
Interestingly, transcription factors and co-activators
including FoxO1, PGC-1α, CRTC2 that play an important role in gluconeogenesis are O-GlcNAcylated under
high glucose conditions resulting in activation of proteins such as phospho enol pyruvate carboxykinase and
glucose 6-phosphate involved in gluconeogenesis [115–
117]. In diabetes mice, hepatic knockdown of O-GlcNAc transferase (OGT) and host cell factor C1 (HCF-1)
results in improvement of homeostasis of glucose confirming these as sensor for glucose and gluconeogenesis
regulator [117].
The O-GlcNAc modified human erythrocyte proteins
were found to be up-regulated and potential biomarker
for diabetes and pre-diabetes, based on chemo enzymatic
tagging with quantitative mass spectrometry. This led to
identification and quantification of O-GlcNAc sites suggesting the development of targeted site specific antibodies will help in identifying pre-diabetes patients [118].
Acetylation

Acetylation in proteins occurs typically in lysine residues as it has two active hydrogens in NH group at its
side chain. Due to presence of two active hydrogens in
NH group it can be mono-acetylated and di-acetylated.
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Most commonly, mono-acetylation occurs in the lysine
residues of proteins. It is a reversible post-translational
modification and is dependent on acetylases and deacetylases enzymes for its acetylation and de-acetylation.
Acetylome plays an important role in understanding
the physiological difference between Goto-Kakizaki (GK)
rats and normoglycemic Brown Norway (BN) rats. The
difference was the down-regulation of Sirtuin-3 by promotor SNP in GK rat [119].
Increase of acetylation on lysine residue in retinal histones histone H3 and H4 in diabetes leads to regulation
of pro-inflammatory proteins activities in diabetic retinas
suggesting their contribution towards the pathogenesis
of the disease [120]. Similarly, increase in lysine acetylation in heart mitochondrial proteins in type 1 diabetes
damages the insulin signaling pathway with the increase
in fatty acid oxidation [121]. The dual effect of defect in
mitochondrial complex 1 and amplification in fatty acid
oxidation incremented the lysine acetylation in diabetes
mitochondria with no change in level of lysine deacetylase, sirt3. The defect in mitochondrial complex 1 leads to
decrease in activity of reduction of coenzyme Q, NADH
dehydrogenase, oxidation of ferricyanide and oxidation
of NADH [122].
Another quantitative global analysis of the liver of diabetes mice led to the mapping of 1604 acetylation sites
(Table 1) by enrichment with polyclonal acetyl-lysine
K(ac) antibody. Interestingly, more number of acetyllysine was found in mitochondrial proteins involved in
urea cycle and in conversion of amino acids and energy
metabolism. The presence of acetylated peptides in several pathways suggested its comparability with phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues [123].
Advanced glycation end products (AGEs)

An AGEs is the non-enzymatic covalent bonding of
sugars such as glucose or fructose to the free amino or
guanidinium group of proteins, lipids and nucleic acids.
The initial product is Schiff base which rearranges itself
to Amadori product. The Amadori product degrades giving rise to AGEs. The compounds that are widely studied
as examples of AGEs are N-carboxymethyl-lysine, N-carboxyethyl-lysine, pentosidine, or methylglyoxal derivatives, pyrraline, imidazolone, lysine–lysine cross-links.
By boronate affinity chromatography enrichment studies,
7749 highest unique glycated peptides were identified in
diabetes plasma and erythrocytes (Table 1) by mass spectrometry based proteomics and it was found erythrocyte
proteins were more glycated than plasma proteins in diabetes [124].
The AGEs is an oxidative PTM resulting from oxidative
stress disrupting biological activities thereby associating it with several diseases example, diabetes. There are
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several cell surface receptors for AGEs [125] that mediates different signaling pathways activated by AGEs for
example multi-ligand receptor for advanced glycation
end products (RAGE), AGE-receptor complex (AGE-R1/
OST-48, AGE-R2/80K-H, AGE-R3/galectin-3) and scavenger receptor family SR-A, SR-B: CD36, SR-BI SR-E:
LOX-1; FEEL-1; FEEL-2. Lactadherin acts as mediator in endothelial cell apoptosis induced by AGEs. The
over expression of lactadherin increases the apoptosis
of endothelial cells with the upregulation of ratio of Bax/
Bcl-2, activation of the release of cytochrome c, caspase-9 and caspase-3 and reduction of phosphorylation
of GSK3beta [126].

Conclusions
Mass spectrometry based proteomics technology has
provided an opportunity to study proteins, their PTMs
like phosphorylation, acetylation, N-glycosylation,
O-GlcNAcylation and Advanced glycation end products
in type 2 diabetes. In future, the proteomic technologies
will have to be sensitive to detect the concentration of the
proteins that are playing an important role in the disease
condition or detect the fast turnover of newly synthesized proteins. With the advancement in high resolution
mass spectrometry and with the combination of good
quality sample preparation, enrichment techniques along
with improvement of computational tools one can study
large number of PTMs that modify the signaling pathways in type 2 diabetes. Development of mass spectrometry especially quantitative and targeted proteomics will
be of great alternate to antibody validation. Furthermore,
the advancement in proteomics technology will help in
detection and studying the cross-talk between multiple low abundant PTMs thereby enabling to get further
insight into type 2 diabetes.
Most of the proteins involved in type 2 diabetes have
PTMs that affect the properties of the proteins, their stability and may serve as targets for therapeutic purposes.
A good understanding of structure–function relationship
of the PTMs is required for the generation of products
of therapeutic importance [127] and also for understanding the progression and development of type 2 diabetes.
The PTMs present a large number of candidates for biomarker discovery in type 2 diabetes. However, there are
many challenges associated with the flourishing implementation of proteomic biomarker discovery in medical
practice. This can be resolved by involving wide range
of stakeholders so as to bring biomarker discovery to
healthcare [128].
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